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Tattered Sails and Shattered Gunwales

General Description:
Tattered Sails and Shattered Gunwales (hereafter referred to as Sails) is intended to be an ultra-light game for
recreating historical or fictional conflicts on the high seas in the Age of Sail.
This set of rules makes use of WizKids' Pirates of the Spanish Main/Crimson Coast/etc. (hereafter referred to as
'Pirates') ships and accouterments.

Design Goals
Over the past few years, I've collected a fairly large collection of Pirates ship models. (If you're reading this, you
probably have too.)
Although I've enjoyed playing the game as published, I've always thought that it might be nice to have a rules set
that was slightly more realistic and historical, without giving up the simplicity that made the original game so
easy to learn and play.

Sails is an attempt to provide a set of rules that could be used to fight naval battles using WizKids' models
without the need for any paperwork or record keeping other than the ships themselves.

It should be noted that ships' special abilities as printed on their deckplates are ignored in this game, except as
described in these rules.

Required Components
Several Pirates models, including at least one 'deckplate' card, with the long (red) and short (white) distance
measurements.
Pirates crew tokens, used as orders markers.
1 six-sided die (d6) (Though a bunch of red and white dice would be handy)
A play area of at least 3x3 feet, or a circular area of at least 3 feet in diameter.
A wind direction indicator. See Wind rules below.
One (or 2) deck(s) of standard playing cards.

Optional Components
Double-length range rulers. (See last page of these rules)

Basic rules

If there are more than 4
people playing, you can
use a second deck with a
different color back, or
assign half a suit to one
player, and half to
another player on the
same team.

Setup
Determine the ships to be used in the scenario. This might be dictated by the scenario, or players can agree on a
point total. See Point Costs for Ships below. Each player should have 3-10 ships under their control, depending
on the scenario being played. The ships under a single player's control is referred to as a squadron.
Select and assign one suit of cards per player, and put aside any unused suits.
Determine how many actions each player will get per turn, and deal that many cards into the active deck. For
instance, you might decide to give everyone 6 actions per turn. In that case, deal Ace through 6 into the active
deck, and set aside the other cards.
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Game balance can be adjusted (for scenario purposes, or to give inexperienced players a
handicap) by giving one side more cards of their suit.

If the players
have been given
less than 5
actions, skip the
generic captain.

Each player should have a number of crew tokens including exactly 1 Named Captain (known as
the Admiral), and 1 generic captain. The number and type of other crew tokens available is
determined by the players or referee (if there is one) before the start of the game. There should
be MORE crew tokens available for each player than the number of cards they have.
Players deploy their ships on the game board per the scenario instructions.
Set initial wind direction. See Wind rules below.

Each player should designate which ship their admiral is aboard, either by declaring it publicly, or by writing it
down secretly, depending on the scenario requirements.

Sequence of play
Planning
To represent the difficulty of ship-to-ship communication in the era, players will have to plan their actions ahead
of time. This is done through a combination of playing cards and the crew tokens from the WizKids'game.
Each turn, each player will get a number of actions equal to the number of cards in the deck of their suit.
Players secretly decide what actions (described below) their ships will undertake by arranging their crew tokens
in a stack, and placing it face down on the playing surface in plain sight of the other players.
Important! The actions will be taken in order from the top to the bottom of the stack. This is where the planning
comes in. Players must assess the situation and predict when the actions they are planning will be needed.
The stack of tokens should include the same number of tokens as the number of actions they have.
There may be unused tokens; they will be set aside for the turn.
Wind Shift

Wind Shift

Roll a d6.

Die Roll

Shift the wind according to the following table. See Wind rules below.
Alternative
If you have an 8-sided "Wind" die, you can roll it and shift the wind one
compass point toward the rolled direction.

Direction

1-2

45 degrees Clockwise

3-4

No shift

5-6

45 degrees Counterclockwise

Initiative
This game uses a card-driven initiative system. Each player in the battle will be assigned a suit. At the beginning
of each turn, the cards are shuffled.
Then, during the actions phase, cards are flipped over one by one, and the player assigned that suit will take one
action.
Take actions.
As initiative cards are turned over, the indicated player turns over 1 crew token
at a time and takes that action, if able, as described in the Crew Tokens section
below. Continue until the deck has been completely run through. One complete
run through the deck constitutes one turn.

"Admiral's Range" means that ships
can be "daisychained" with a distance
of no longer than 1Long between one
ship and another. The distance can be
measured from any point on one ship
to any point on another. The Admiral's
ship can be at any point along the line.

Generally, all actions taken are considered "fleet actions". In other words, all
ships within "Admiral's Range" of the Admiral's ship execute the given order.
They can all shoot, all move, etc., depending on the token turned over. If the
order is to move, they must all move in the same general direction, or at least as close as their rigging will allow.
See Wind rules below.
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Alternatively, the token can be used to assign the action to a single ship, representing the captain of that ship
taking the action on his own initiative. This is the only way that a ship "out of range" of the Admiral's ship can act.
Tokens can be ignored, and the action skipped, if the player so decides.
Crew Tokens (Order markers)
The following paragraphs describe the actions for each crew token.
Cannoneer: The ship can fire all remaining cannons. Each mast on a ship has a cannon
associated with it, and a die printed on it. A red die indicates Long range, and a white
die indicates Short range. When a cannon shoots, draw an invisible "line of fire" from
the associated mast's center point to any part of the target.
If this line crosses the firing ship's masts or sails, any land, or other ships (other than the
target the line is being drawn to), the shot cannot be made. Use the (deckplate)
range bar to measure distance.

To make the battles more
interesting, double the range
of all cannons, so that S
becomes 2S, and L
becomes 2L. Consider
creating a template with
those ranges marked. There
is a sample template at the
end of these rules.

A ship is in range if any part of the range bar touches or crosses it. Any part of a ship may be targeted, including
flags, sails, oars, base plates, and blades. Objects representing fire and/or smoke are not considered parts of a
ship.
A die is rolled for each cannon shooting. In order to succeed, the die roll must be higher than the number of pips
on the die printed on the sail.
A die roll result of 1 automatically misses.
A successful die roll causes the target ship's owner to remove a mast from their ship (owner's choice). Once a ship
has no masts, it is considered derelict.
A successful die roll against a target ship that has no masts sinks the ship.
When a ship is given a shoot action, it may fire each and every cannon available, provided that they have valid
targets and clear lines of fire.
You are not required to choose all targets or roll for all cannons at the same time. You may choose a target
and roll for each cannon individually. However, each attacking ship must resolve all fire before moving to
the next attacking ship, and with each attacking ship, you must resolve all fire on a target ship before shifting
fire to another ship.
Return Fire
If a ship takes fire from another ship, it may return fire only on that ship after all the
attacking fire is resolved, and defender's masts have been removed. They may only
return fire if remaining cannons are in range and have a line of sight.

Note, this rule could
create a situation
where one defending
ship fires several times
on the opponent's turn.

Example: Admiral Hood has managed to sail his 5-masted HMS Endeavor in between 2
3-masted French Frigates, the Le Bourbon and the Le Lyon. All three ships are within
short range for all cannons. He has a Cannoneer (shoot) action. He fires 2 cannons at the Le Bourbon and gets 2 hits.
The Le Bourbon removes 2 masts. Hood decides he really wants to damage the ship further, so he fires one more
cannon at it. He misses. He declares that he is done firing at the Le Bourbon, and now it's the French Admiral's turn.
He only has one cannon left, but he gamely fires at the HMS Endeavor and scores a hit! Hood cleverly removes a
mast/cannon that has already fired at the Le Bourbon, so he still has 2 cannons to fire at the Le Lyon. Unfortunately
for Hood, he misses both shots, leaving the Le Lyon able to return fire with 3 cannons at the Hood. He scores 2 hits,
leaving the HMS Endeavor with only 2 masts remaining.
Helmsman: The ship can move. Unlike in Pirates, all ships in this game start with a movement rate of 2Long. As
ships take damage, movement is reduced in steps according to the Movement Speed table below. A ship that
has lost all its masts cannot move, unless assigned an Oarsman action. Ships can change direction between
segments of a move, but not in the middle of a segment. See Wind rules below.
Ships in line can be given a flank turn or a column turn order.
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How to Move:
1.

Using a deckplate card as the measuring device, place one end of the appropriate movement bar (S or L) at
the forward-most point (the bow) where the ship's hull touches the playing surface or its baseplate. Most
ships have two distinct points that qualify; either may be chosen.

2.

Rotate the opposite end of the movement bar to the desired heading. Two things limit this
turning angle; wind (see Wind rules below) and the physical shape of the ship's hull; the
movement bar cannot be rotated so that it would pass under or through the ship's hull. Most
ships are capable of turning at least 160 deg to either side, but the precise angle varies
significantly depending on ship type.

3.

Movement Speed
Masts
Lost

Speed

None

2L

1
Once the initial heading is chosen, rotate the deckplate card on its corner to measure the
next segment of movement. Repeat this for each segment of movement. With the last
2
segment measurement, lay the card down on the table, pick up the ship and place it at the
3
end of the movement bar with its bow pointing in the direction of the movement.
4
• You are not required to use the full length of the movement bar; the ship may be placed
at any location along the length of the bar.
All
• You are not required to use all segments of movement to which the ship is entitled.
• Movement through objects such as ships and islands is not allowed.
• Ships may not touch other ships at any point during their movement (with a Helmsman action).

L&S
2S
L
S
0

Shipwright: That ship can perform a Repair action, (replacing one mast) as long as it is at least 3Long from any
non-derelict enemy ship. (So you could be within 3Long of a derelict enemy ship and still repair.)
Musketeer/Marine: That ship can initiate a Boarding action, if within Short of the target ship. The procedure
for resolving a boarding action is:
1.
2.
3.

The initiating ship moves up to Short to a position where it is touching the target ship (ignoring wind
direction).
Each player rolls one d6 and adds the result to the number of masts remaining on their ship. The defender
adds 1 more on the first action. (In successive actions, there is no defender bonus.)
The player with the highest total may:
The final "Winner" of a boarding
a. eliminate one mast from the other ship (owner's choice of mast), or
action, regardless of who initiated it,
b. break away from the grapple. If a ship succeeds in breaking away, the
captures the opponent's ship.
owner can immediately move the ship 1 Short away from the other ship.

Once engaged in a boarding action, the ships involved are considered to be
grappled. They can take no movement (Helmsman) action until the boarding
action is resolved, even if ordered by an Fleet action. (They can be assigned a Helmsman action in the hopes
that a breakaway occurs during the turn, but cannot use that action until after the ship breaks away.) The
boarding action is not considered to be resolved until one ship either breaks away or is captured or sunk.
After the initial boarding action, the procedure above will be repeated after each action taken by either of the
combatants. In other words, after a player involved in a boarding action takes any action with any of their
other ships, the above procedure will be repeated. Thus, the boarding action may be fought several times
during the course of a single turn.
Ships that are engaged in a boarding action (grappled) cannot shoot at each other, but they may be given shoot
(Cannoneer) actions to shoot at other ships, and they can be targeted by
other ships' Cannoneer actions.
Once captured, any cargo / crew can be instantly transferred to the winning
ship, and the losing ship may be towed. Scuttling the losing ship requires a
separate Captain action.
Even a derelict ship must be "boarded" in order to be captured. On the first
action, they will get the defender bonus.

To scuttle a (derelict) ship, assign a
Captain action. Roll one d6. On a result
of 5 or 6, that derelict ship sinks at the
beginning of your next turn. (It is
possible that the ship could be recaptured by the original owner in the
turn in between)

Transferring crew / cargo between friendly ships also requires a boarding
action by at least one of the friendly ships.
Oarsman: That ship can move one Short, even if derelict (bereft of any sails). It can move the Short in ANY
direction, without regard to the wind.
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Generic Captain: That ship can take any action, including boarding, rowing (Oarsman) repairing or scuttling.
(Only a Captain action can scuttle.)
Named Captain / Admiral: Like the Generic Captain token, the Admiral token can be used to assign ANY fleet
action.
Alternatively, the Admiral token can be used to assign any two actions (including boarding) to any ship or
ships in the fleet within Admiral's Range. In other words, the admiral can assign 2 actions to 1 ship, or 1
action to 2 different ships. They don't have to be the same action. The first action is completed before the
second action is begun. If a ship is moved out of range of the Admiral's orders with the first action, it cannot
be given a second action.
The first time an Admiral action is used, the player must reveal which ship the Admiral is on. Once revealed, the
admiral cannot be moved from the ship he is on. If that ship sinks, the admiral is lost, along with his token. If the
player losing the Admiral does NOT have a generic captain
token, he will receive one.

Wind
This is a game about sailing ships, and sailing ships can't sail
directly into the wind. Use the template to the right to determine
if a given ship can move in a given direction. (Print the page and
cut it out. Laminate it if you have that capability.)
During the Wind Shift phase of the turn, orient the template so
that the arrow is pointing away from the direction indicated. If
playing on a square or rectangular table, declare one edge to be
the northerly direction. In this case, the template will always be
oriented with its edges parallel to the table edges, or with its
diagonals oriented with the table edges. For example, if the die
roll indicated a NORTHWEST wind, that would mean that the
wind was coming FROM the NW, so the arrow on the template
should be pointed toward the SOUTHEAST. In this way, it
becomes obvious that ships cannot sail directly NW.
For any ship that is attempting to sail close to the limits, move the template close to the ship without changing its
orientation, so that the converging lines touch the ship's bow. (The ship would be oriented bow up in this
illustration.)
Square rigged ships which have taken no damage get a bonus Short if "running
before the wind".
The picture to the left shows the angle within which square-rigged ships will receive
the "running before the wind" bonus Short movement. The ship would be oriented
bow down in this case. All segments of the move must be "running before the wind"
in order to get the bonus Short.
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Point Costs for ships.
For players that are interested in fighting an evenly matched battle, they can agree on a certain point total with
which to assemble their fleets. For instance, a group might decide to play a "100 point game", which would mean
that all players must assemble a fleet where the total of all the ships'
values are less than or equal to 100 points.
Point cost per gun
Ships' values in this game are based on the number, accuracy and
range of their guns. To determine the point value of a ship, consult
the following table to determine the cost of each gun, and add up the
values to determine the total cost of the ship.
The accuracy column refers to the number of pips on the die printed
on each sail/gun.
The range columns refer to the color of the die printed on the
sail/gun. White refers to Short, and red refers to Long range guns.

Range
Accuracy

Short

Long

2

7

9

3

6

7

4

5

6

5

4

5

Sample Setup
Al, Bob, Cathy and Dave are going to play a game, and they've decided it will be a simple meeting engagement on
the high seas, with a fleet point total of 90 points. Al and Bob form a combined English and American fleet, while
Cathy and Dave form an odd alliance of French and Spanish.
Each player chooses 5 ships of their nationality, keeping the total value of their ships less than or equal to 90
points. Let's look at Bob's ships, and see how he computed his point total:
Ship Name:

Guns

Points per Gun

Total Points

USS Concordia

5x3Short

6

30

USS Louisiana

3x3Long

7

4Short

5

3Short

6

2Long

9

2x3Short

6

3Long

7

USS Shark

USS York

Total Fleet Points

26

15

19
90

They place their ships at opposite ends of the
table.
Each player then takes exactly 1 Named Captain,
1 generic Captain, 1 Marine/Musketeer, 1
Helmsmen, 1 Oarsman, 1 Cannoneer and 1
Shipwright;* this becomes their action order
marker pool.
Then they set the deck up. Al is assigned spades,
Bob gets clubs, Cathy hearts, and Dave diamonds.
Together they decide that they will each get 5
actions in each turn, except for Bob, who is new
at the game, so he will get 7 actions. They put Ace
through 5 of each suit and Ace through 7 of clubs
into the deck, and shuffle the deck.

* The numbers of each type of crew token will be decided by mutual consent of the players or as decreed by the
scenario.
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Crew

Action

Movement
Speed

Cannoneer

Shoot

#Masts Lost

Speed

Speed
Towing

Helmsman

Move

None

2L

L&S

Shipwright

Repair

1

L&S

2S

Musketeer /
Marine

Board

2

2S

L

Oarsman

Move Short

3

L

S

Captain

Any

4

S

0

Admiral

Any two, or
Fleet Action

All

0

0

Wind Shift
Die Roll Direction
1-2

45 degrees Clockwise

3-4

No shift

5-6

45 degrees Counterclockwise

Tattered Sails and Shattered Gunwales Charts

Preparation Instructions:
Print this page.
Measure the length between the black bars; it should be 168 mm.
If it's not exactly 168 mm, you can try adjusting the zoom in your print dialog, but it really doesn't matter that
much. The point is to get a range ruler that is approximately twice the lengths on the deck plate cards.
Trim the range rulers, making the cuts through the center of the red and black blocks.
Laminate the rulers.
Measurement is made between the black borders, not including them!

Remember, these range rulers are for shooting only, not for movement!
Tattered Sails and Shattered Gunwales Charts

